Rail security systems are large, complex and generate a considerable amount of information.

The use of data from security, life-safety systems, ticketing systems, and gate lines help to improve uptime, support revenue protection, and increase passenger safety and satisfaction. However, gaps in this intelligence can negatively impact train operating companies’ performance and create significant costs for rail operators each year.

Control Center integrates and manages information created by security technologies, PA/VA, and gate line systems. It allows rail operators to leverage their security systems and visualize critical information, providing real-time situation awareness.

Rail and metro threats are increasing, and risks are becoming more diverse. Operations continue to grow, involving more people, more technologies, and more data. Keeping your services safe and secure from threats can be challenging to manage and costly to control. You need to get the right information to the right people at the right time to protect your people and facilities and ensure operational continuity.
### SAMPLE RAIL & METRO INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ON VEHICLE CCTV</th>
<th>FIRE</th>
<th>HELP POINTS</th>
<th>PUBLIC ADDRESS</th>
<th>GATE LINES</th>
<th>CCTV</th>
<th>VIDEO ANALYTICS</th>
<th>ELEVATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Metro and rail operations using Control Center benefit from:

- Complete integration of sensors, devices, systems, and processes.
- Increased safety for passengers and staff by integrating all security systems such as station, trackside and onboard CCTV, access control systems and fire systems.
- A reduced impact from incidents by fostering greater collaboration between operations, revenue protection, maintenance, and security teams, reducing lost customer minutes.
- Visualize your passenger, network, schedule, and ticketing data through our customizable dashboards to give you deeper insights into meeting operational KPIs.
- Supports emergency planning, policing operations, criminal, SPAD, and other investigations.
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**Let’s Chat**

Do you have questions? Would you like to know more about Everbridge? [Get in touch](#) or just call us at +1-818-230-9700 to learn more.
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**ABOUT EVERBRIDGE**

Everbridge, Inc. (NASDAQ: EVBG) is the global leader in critical event management and enterprise safety software applications that automate and accelerate an organization’s operational response to critical events in order to keep people safe and businesses running. Everbridge is based in Boston and Los Angeles with additional offices in Lansing, San Francisco, Beijing, Kolkata, London, Oslo, Singapore, and Stockholm.